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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

FASCIA 4 MOTORISED MULTIBANDING 
1. MOUNTING BRACKETS 

Determine and mark proper bracket locations. Fasten side fascia brackets to mounting surface at the appropriate 
bracket to brackets distance. For shade to operate properly, brackets must be perfectly level. Shimming may be 
required. Do not mount the intermediate brackets 

2. INSTALLING THE SHADES 
Always start with motor shade panel. Slide coupler pin on end coupler. Place motor into motor bracket. 
Line up coupler bracket at centerline mark and mount bracket and shade to wall. Check dimension from outside 
motor bracket to center of coupler bracket. 
Repeat process for additional coupler brackets. Make sure that locking screws on end couplers line up when 
installing the each additional shade panel. 
To mount the last shade panel (Shade with Spring Idler), depress spring completely and insert spring-loaded end 
plug into nylon ball idle support. 
Insert the cotter pin to lock the motor into place. 
Set limits on shade (see limit setting instructions). 
Adjust shades for telescoping (excessive horizontal movement while the shade rolls up on the tube) if necessary, by 
shimming with masking tape on the side of the tube that the fabric must shift towards to roll evenly. The correct 
amount of tape is determined by trial and error 

3. INSTALLING THE FASCIA 
Hook the top edge of fascia onto front of brackets and swing fascia onto brackets until it snaps into tang on bottom of 
bracket. You should hear a click on both sides. Check the fascia to be firmly attached. If it is loose, bend the profile at 
the ends to close the angle. 

4. INSTALLING THE SIDE CHANNELS 
Slide the bottom bar inside the side channels with care to do not damage the fabric. Assure that the safety pin is 
inserted in the correspondent hole into the bottom bar. 
Push the side channel until the fascia brackets “sit” on side channel. Secure the side channels with the top screw. 
Check the verticality of the side channel and secure the side channels with all the screws provided. Shimming may 
be required. 
Check the proper function of the shade by lowering and rising several times. Tight up the mounting screws 
Fill up the gap between the side channel and the window jamb (if occur) with appropriate caulking 

5. CHECKING THE FUNCTIONALITY 
 
NOTE: If the shade is operated for more than 4 to 5 minutes at a time, it may cut off. The motor has an automatic cut-
off switch when it becomes overheated. If it cuts off, wait 10 minutes for it to cool off and then try again. 


